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BATTLE PLAN OF THE AKURIANS 

17 March 2013 - 6 Nisan 5773 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 SET YOUR MIND AND REPEAT AFTER ME: 

 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision:  All Creation without a 

living Jew, without a living Levite; be they all dead and disposed of that they no more 

contaminate Creation; Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision." 

 

 Akurians: 

 One VERY great and VERY primary FACT for all Akurians and our eventual 

replacements until Shiloh is the seeming problem of getting TRUE SPIRITUAL 

INFORMATION AND SPIRITUAL COMMUNICATIONS from Spirit Entities.  That many of 

these Spirit Entities are of tremendous Power and well-known throughout Creation and the 

world, does NOT infer they will put their existence or assigned duties in STOP to make sure 

anyone and everyone who calls upon them – or has any communication with them – is in actual 

communication with the named Entity!  The Hierarchy of the Heavenly Host is militarily 

structured based on True Spiritual competence.  That each has their respective Chain of 

Command down through the ranks should be a point of common sense.  Obviously it is not.  That 

the SOURCE OF COMMAND, be it Seraphim Amatraelonael (AM-AT-RA-EL-ONA-EL, 

Metatron), Seraphim Seraphiel (SER-AF-E-EL), Seraphim Jehoel (YE-HO-EL), Seraphim 

Kemuel (KEM-U-EL), Seraphim Nethanael (NE-THAN-A-EL), Seraphim Ophaniel (OFF-AN-

E-EL) or Seraphim Zophiel (ZOF-E-EL), does NOT infer that they, and they alone, are the 

actual communicating entity!  Nor will normal DISCERNMENT reveal anything other than the 

SOURCE or CHAIN OF COMMAND with respect to such contact and communications. 

 In any Military anywhere in Creation, high-level commanders do NOT have the TIME 

nor responsibility to communicate with or train new recruits!  That's what their respective Staff is 

for, and especially the Non-Commissioned Officers – Sergeants, if you must – all of whom are 

overseen by Commissioned Officers in a CHAIN OF COMMAND up to those said high-level 

commanders in whose name and by whose authority all duties of the organization are performed.  

Therefore, when anyone has a communication of a subject nature that places it under the 

authority of any given Seraphim or ArchAngel, that communication is NOT necessarily with that  

Seraphim or ArchAngel but normally with someone in that respective CHAIN OF COMMAND!  

Sometimes that can be a bit confusing to the uninitiated. 

 For instance:  The United States has several distinct military organizations:  Army, Navy, 

Marines, Air Force and Coast Guard.  The Marines are under the Department of the Navy, but 

still a strike force similar to the Army.  And ALL of these organizations have aircraft:  Air Force, 

Navy and Marines having many identical, fighters, tankers and cargo in addition to helicopters 

like the Army, Marines and Coast Guard.  Sounds complicated and overlapping.  It isn't.  Each 

have a given mission, and must be equipped with personnel, training and equipment to achieve 

that mission.  It doesn't surprise anyone to understand that all also have COMMUNICATIONS 

dedicated to their own operations and mission.  A telephone or radio center is a telephone or 

radio center regardless of the uniform of the operators. 

 The same is true of Spiritual Commandrys.  Therefore, the next time you have a 

communication with ANY Seraphim, Cheribum, ArchAngel, Angel or Spirit-of-the-Line, take 

the additional time to DISCERN exactly WHO you are really talking to!  First, to make sure 
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you're NOT being sucked in by some pretending Demon – as the Late Command General David 

H. Lewis was constantly; and Second, to make sure the information you're receiving is FROM 

the appropriate Authority.  Anyone with more brains than a brick wouldn't call the Army to keep 

a Navy aircraft carrier afloat, especially if struck and sinking out at sea! 

 Will those high-level Entities actually communicate with you as an Akurian, even a 

neophyte Akurian?  YES!  But not just because you want to talk or have some problem that to 

you seems insurmountable.  They all have Staff, and they all have GREAT Staff that can be 

trusted implicitly.  The untold millions under their command are second to none and as dedicated 

to The Most High as you are.  Most for a whole lot longer, and therefore far more experienced. 

 Just as each of you are going to have to work and deliver within our set Chain of 

Command – or accept our failures upon our own heads – the Heavenly Orders do the same 

thing the same way.  We are no exception.  Learn your given Chain of Command and prepare 

yourselves to assume your given assignments and responsibilities until Shiloh. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 Due to the Global Situation we are in and the worsening we are going to experience 

within a few days – already planned and well advanced – it is necessary that I take serious 

action to (1) protect this Holy Order from long-term animosity and notoriety and especially upon 

the Office of Supreme Commandant; and (2) prepare as much documentation as possible with 

respect to this Holy Order continuing until Shiloh with its Major Objectives intact.  I have 

neither the time nor energy to do both as all of us would prefer. 

 First, with respect to the Office of Supreme Commandant, I am forced by Holy Duty to 

remove myself effective immediately and officially 01 June 2013 – 23 Sivan 5773; twenty six 

days prior to the fifty-first anniversary of the Holy Anointing; sixty three years from the Date of 

My Commission as a Leftenant and forty-five years since my promotion to Brigadier General as 

Chief of Staff.  I have neither regret nor sorrow.  As a Warrior this is but the beginning of one 

more assignment.  Nothing more.  This is neither a surrender nor abandonment of Rank, 

Authority nor responsibility, just a change in Duty Assignment. 

 That all of you should know, and for the Eternal Record, each of you holding current 

Rank in this Holy Order are so Ordained by The Most High to that Grade and Rank.  There is 

Audience pending where I will present petition for all active Akurians to be commissioned and 

promoted as The Most High will approve.  In prior practice, when the muster had available 

openings, new Officers were given the highest Rank and Grade they could effectively 

accommodate.  There are several in this audience who were given the Brevet Rank of Major and 

some, Command Marshal General D. Chylon Budagher and Command Marshal General Peter K. 

Shams-Avari, Supreme General David B. Schipul and Brigadier Kathryn A. Malone, for four, 

who came in at lesser Rank and Grade; all initially Captains.  Staff General Rosalind R. Clark 

was directly Commissioned a Brigadier. 

 Permit a bit of explanation as to the reasons for my decisions. 

 As all True and Righteous Akurians are aware, this planet is incapable of properly 

feeding its current population of nearing 13-Billion humans – all lies to the contrary 

notwithstanding.  Nor can this planet long survive the pollutions generated by such massive 

numbers.  At best, this planet can maintain and perpetually restore itself with no more than 6-

Billion humans and only then with very strict processing of waste. 
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 The Anunnaki have been dismissed from the Accounting Audience before The Most 

High, and did not exit honorably.  As I informed days prior, the exit was within the hour of Pope 

Francis' election by That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople, the Roman 

Catholic Church.  That he is the first Jesuit to become a Pope should be sufficient to all Akurians 

as to the nature of all impending episodes to engulf this planet.  With assistance of the Anunaki 

who are hell bent on having the Anusazi – US – destroy ourselves rather than take responsibility 

as required by The Most High; wholesale slaughter via famine, plague, pestilence and war is 

going to be the order of the day.  Combined, these events are a Global Disaster of unspeakably 

HUGE proportions. 

 Make no mistake:  if massive famine via Monsanto's seed-that-won't-reproduce-itself 

atrocities combined with deliberately spread epidemic plagues don’t murder enough, the 

Bastards That Be will resort to Nuclear War anyplace and everyplace they can't just impose The 

Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement in guise of martial law.  We all know there's nothing 

even approaching TRUTH in the media; so what we'll be seeing and hearing will be nothing but 

lies upon damned lies verified by statistics. 

 The clear and present problem for me is the appearance of evil.  I flatly refuse to permit 

the Office of Supreme Commandant to carry the stigma of the coming atrocities until Shiloh; and 

I flatly refuse to permit this series of impending disasters – the wholesale extermination of 

mankind – to go unchallenged.  There will be those who will insinuate that I am a party to said 

wholesale slaughter without considering the FACT that my intentions are to SAVE as many alive 

as possible.  In short, my efforts will be to preserve – rescue, if possible – about half the current 

population.  Discerned rescueable numbers look more like forty percent (40%) under the best 

conditions; so the liars can say and publish what they damned well want.  That I will be in that 

fight, for however long it takes, in the Heavens, Earth and Depths is a certainty.  That I will NOT 

be the  Supreme Commandant of this Holy Order as a matter of military structure and 

organization during the mass exterminations will be of tremendous value between now and 

Shiloh.  Some will rightly call my decision, "the lesser of two evils," and that is about as fair as 

the language can accommodate. 

 Nevertheless, it is MY decision and MY decision alone. 

 I choose to SAVE as many people as possible, several billions if successful – instead of 

the 500 million preferred by the Bastards That Be – than to surrender the whole of earth to 

those who neither have regard nor the morality of living up to their own responsibilities; To Wit:  

the Anunnaki, Nefilim, That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople and her most 

Luciferian slut of sluts, the Jesuits, and all their fallout Harlot Christian Daughters fully 

supported by Islam with all the vile they can generate.  Neither the Lodges, Secret Societies nor 

KAK Jews and Levites are innocents by any application.  To the Anunnaki and all other resident 

ExtraTerrestrials including the Demons at Large, earth is but a source of raw materials on the 

physical plane and a potential spiritual victory to all the Luciferian Powers of Damnation.  

Neither are acceptable.  I refuse to concede.  Not one jot, not one tittle.  Not one potential soul.  

Not one microbe.  Nothing. 

 That there will be massive murders, into the billions not counting wildlife, giving the 

appearance that I have failed.  The eventual accounting will show quite the opposite.  When the 

wholesale slaughters have ceased, when intelligence and peace are restored, the True and 

Faithful Akurians will stand exonerated and pristine.  First in The Sight of The Most High and 

then to all others who will observe.  My own reputation at that time be damned, it is of no 

importance or concern to me whatsoever.  I earned the Title of Holy Avenger, and I'm about to 
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show these Bastards That Be just how well I can live up to that Honor.  Do NOT be deceived, I 

fully intend to destroy as many of the Bastards That Be and their supporters as they intend to 

destroy of us and the innocents before The Most High. 

 

 The initial scheme of the Anunnaki is to quickly be about the business of wholesale 

human extermination.  THAT IS THEIR PRIME CONSIDERATION! 

 

 Because the Anunnaki and all their insectoid assistants are totally bereft of integrity, 

morality, honesty and trustworthiness, they must all be dealt with accordingly.  They were 

ejected without honor from their Accounting Audience and are now in a fanatical endeavor to 

accomplish their long overdue goal of The Grand Plan of TOTAL Global Enslavement that 

mankind destroy himself as quickly as possible.  THAT is their battle plan in a nutshell.  And to 

a great extent they are going to succeed for a little season. 

 The one and only barrier to their damnations is The Holy Seal of The Most High in the 

forehead of each and every Proven Knower of The Great Testimony.  Nothing else is even 

considered.  If we are to win this war in TIME to prevent massive and wholesale slaughter – 

perhaps Nuclear contaminations – we must be about the business of RECRUITING as Akurians 

and NOT as our own preferences and agenda.  The more Holy Seals on the planet, the better.  

The more SEEKERS OF TRUTH on the planet, the better.  Converting the entire world is NOT 

the objective.  RECRUITING a sufficient REMNANT TESTIMONY IN THE NATIONS is the 

objective.  There isn't anything else, politically, spiritually, educationally or economically – or 

all four combined – with even a whisp of the FirePower to enforce a cease-and-desist against the 

Anunnaki, Bastards That Be and all the demons Lucifer can muster, to compare with a Holy 

Seal.  THAT is why the more of them there are alive at any given time, especially between now 

and Shiloh, the better. 

 Akurians MUST take the responsibility of RECRUITING and while all Akurians must do 

some degree of teaching, the Senior PKs have the greatest responsibility.  Holy Law being the 

absolute of required obedience, Spiritual TRUTH and unrestrained access to all the Planes of 

Heaven and Depths of Hell that Immanuel paid the penalty for, must be the foundation blocks of 

all that we are and are ever going to be.  The living REMNANT TESTIMONY IN THE 

NATIONS is not only the Greatest Enemy of all the Powers and Forces of Evil, it is the last and 

only hope of mankind.  It began with Ish (Adam) and will end with Israel according to the 

unalterable Promises of The Most High to Abraham because of his obedience!  We cannot 

recruit in the Name of Abraham, we cannot recruit in the Name of Immanuel – and especially the 

abominable 'name of Jesus' – nor in my name or any other name except that of The Most High – 

under any conditions.  Nor can we recruit for our own edification as leaders of those who follow.  

SEEKERS OF TRUTH will simply and rightly tell us to "go straight to hell where we belong" 

because we will have Violated our own Covenant. 

 That we are armed, with "The ANOINTED, The ELECT, and The DAMNED!" and 

verifiable Audiences enforced by our several published Training Sessions, untold handprints and 

direct hits is an awesome arsenal.  Such TRUTH and ACCURACY is frightening to all those 

who are not worthy to be members of our Holy Order.  We need only give them TIME and 

patience for them to prove themselves.  When they have failed of themselves, they should be let 

Die the Death as all responsibility is then upon their own heads. 

 That each of us MUST practice and rehearse our own Spiritual Powers is the minimum 

requirement.  We cannot be qualified to teach SEEKERS OF TRUTH unless we can deliver as 
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we advertise.  If we fail in THAT, their loss is accounted upon OUR heads, as it should damned 

well be. 

 That we scare a lot of people is to our advantage, it helps to weed out those who are 

neither worth our continued efforts nor will retain the FAITHFULNESS to continue to Shiloh.  

And THERE is the first requirement of our DISCERNMENT!  If we accept the unworthy, reject 

the worthy, or permit any deviation – especially cliques and divide-and-conquer – we are then 

and there a TESTIMONY AGAINST OURSELVES and all Truth and Righteousness we have 

been so Honored to experience directly from The Most High.  In accordance with all the 

munitions in our Great Arsenal, we must NEVER permit ourselves to be used nor distracted for 

any other purpose or situation than as prescribed in Holy Law and our known requirements of 

The Most High. 

 

 And for those who are not yet fully cognizant of the nature of this fight:  it is as political 

as it is spiritual as it is scientific as it is economic as it is necessary.  Engagements will often 

overlap or be on more than any given solitary front.  Attempts at diversion will be the norm and 

must not be adhered to.  Every effort will be made to discredit me, and thusly you, and ultimately 

this Holy Order.  Often battle lines will be neither well defined nor stationary.  Those of you who 

are True and Righteous will be required to support on request, as there may not be TIME nor 

SECURITY for long-winded 'explanations' – especially via our so-called modern 

communications.  The Bastards That Be monitoring this very conversation do not need to be 

informed beyond what we want them to know.  And there is an excellent reason for that.  When 

they are stupid enough to ACT on our delivered information, as we have seen so often, they are 

in the losing sewer instead of the Winner's Circle.  Therefore, when and if called upon to do or 

not do something with respect to this Holy Order:  DO NOT BUY ADS, just do or don't do as 

requested.  A running mouth is a HUGE hole in your own security!  Remember, I am as 

proficient at setting the Bastards That Be up to destroy themselves as they are at lying through 

their teeth; and I have no qualms about doing it.  Even a simple question can blow the whole 

scenario – SO LEARN TO KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT AND OFF THE "WHY AND HOW 

OF THIS" SUBJECT – especially when gossiping with one another. 

 Permit me to give you a prime example. 

 During World War II on one of those god-forsaken Pacific Islands the Japanese used for 

an airfield, there was ONE small incident.  Each aircraft had its own maintenance manual.  When 

filled, the manual was discarded and replaced with a new one.  Sometime after the US Forces 

took this island, one of our men found a discarded maintenance manual for some Japanese plane.  

Not being a blivit-headed dumbass, he turned it over to higher authorities.  Upon examination it 

was discovered that Japanese engines broke an abnormal number of piston rods.  Obviously the 

Japanese mechanic didn't think anything of it, and discarded the manual.  Our intelligence 

people KNEW the only reason an engine breaks piston rods is because they didn't have enough 

chromium to make them strong enough.  The chromium processing factories were all in Ashiya, 

Kyushu, southern Japan, where I was originally stationed while in the Air Force.  Our Generals 

determined that if the Japanese were already critically short of such a vital material as chromium, 

they should deprive them of what chromium they did have by bombing the processing factories 

into oblivion.  And they did!  And it worked!  Nobody knows how many planes, trucks, tanks, 

boats, artillery and supplies were lost or not delivered as a result.  In any case, it saved many 

American and Allied lives.  During my stay at Ashiya, we were STILL digging out unexploded 

bombs from those blocked-off factory sites – ELEVEN YEARS LATER! 
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 One careless move by a well-intentioned mechanic helped spell the doom of Japan!  That 

simple.  And that critical.  Had it been determined to invest another million lives, allies and 

enemies, the war with Japan could have been won on the basis of deprivation of such vital 

materials alone.  Akurians cannot afford to be that careless nor can we afford to permit our 

replacements to be that ignorant. 

 

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 Akurians, on my command: 

 SET YOUR MIND AND REPEAT AFTER ME: 

 "Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision:  All Creation without a 

living Jew, without a living Levite; be they all dead and disposed of that they no more 

contaminate Creation; Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision." 

 

 


